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ABSTRACT: Supply chain is an integrated system of facilities and activities. Gaining the optimum
design of demand satisfaction network is one of the most important live issues in the decision making
problems category. Most of previous studies considered unreal assumptions such as the lack of capacity
constraints to satisfy demand in the network and in hubs. By considering the nature of the case that have
been studied in this research, the assumption of unlimited capacity to satisfy the demand is justified.
Another common assumption in hub location problems is the lack of direct connection between the nodes.
In this research and in real world problems would be seen that the direct link between the nodes can
be effective in reducing system costs and increase the efficiency of the network. The other innovations
of current research is considering uncertain nature of the demand data, oscillation and changes in costs
anticipation and actual hub establishing costs, fuzzy numbers are used to represent these values. Problem
modeling is held in a fuzzy state and a hybrid method is represented to solve the problem. At first,
defuzzification of the model is taken place. Afterwards, all possible answers are considered with the
help of the Genetic Algorithm. At last, the optimum case were chosen by using VIKOR ranking method.
Calculation results for the designing of optical fiber network between cities are showing good and
acceptable performance of the proposed method in an acceptable solving time.

1. Introduction
The hub-and-spoke system has been widely employed in
various industrial applications, such as transportation and
telecommunications system designs [1]. During the past
decade the hub-and-spoke Network Design Problem has
received the attention of many researchers. The aim of such
problems is usually node network design, where numbers of
node/spoke is selected to play the role of hubs. Hubs have the
role of collecting and distributing the demand and because of
the particular circumstances and the high volume of requests
that are transmitted through them, have certain advantages.
For example, these points are connected to all other hubs and
through them they can satisfy their demands. However, due
to the high volume of demand in these hubs usually satisfying
the demand’s costs (the connection of node/spoke to hub) will
be less than satisfying the demand directly (connect two nodes
together). Hub-and-spoke network design problem involves
two interrelated issues: Firstly, hub location and network
design and secondly, determining possible connections
between hub and nodes and hub to hub. The hub location
problem has various applications in the areas of transportation
such as: air passenger [2] and cargo [3-6], less-than-truckload
freight [7, 8], rail freight [9], urban public transportation and
rapid transit [10]. Other applications areas include postal
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delivery [11, 12], express package and cargo delivery [13-15],
telecommunications [16], and supply chains [17].
In this study the hub-and-spoke network design problem
is examined, which includes two decisions of hub location
and network design. This issue has been studied by an
example in optic fiber communication networks. Hierarchical
configuration of such networks with hubs is proven as a
facilitator of communications, enhancing flexibility and
costs effectiveness. Such networks have two categories: the
connection of hubs with each other, which is usually possible
at a higher speed, lower cost and higher efficiency and
communication between nodes and hubs, that in fact, satisfies
the demands. Also, the direct connection between two nodal
points is possible [18]. However, due to the high capacity data
transmission over optical fiber, the issue of satisfying demand
is considered in an incapacitated mode. Multiple allocation is
considered, means that any node can be connected to multiple
hubs, and nodes, so the problem is categorized as r-Allocation
P-Hub Median Problem (rAPHMP) type. Another assumption
is that the hub network is a complete graph and all hubs are
connected directly to each other. Yet these connections, due
to higher bandwidth at hub, have lower cost than direct
connection of two nodes. Also, due to special geographical,
environmental and economic conditions, demand and setup
costs are considered uncertain in the problem.
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between the nodes can be effective in reducing system costs
and increase the efficiency of the network [26, 27]. For
example Aykin [26]considered that hub-and-spoke network
design problem under limited hubs capacity and the direct
communication between non-stop, one-stop hub and twostop hub that is known as nonrestrictive hub policy.
Nickel, Schöbel, and Sonneborn [10] examined the
positioning of hub location problem in urban traffic network,
which is direct communication between nodes, and only is
possible for the first and last nodes of each path. They have been
investigated their research under the conditions of unlimited
capacity, existence of fixed cost for establishing hubs, and
cost proportional to the Euclidean distance. In their research,
the significant point was the use of discount factor, and their
purpose was to select the hubs location and then allocate nodes
to the hubs. Yoon and Current [18] has been investigated the
positioning of hub location in telecommunication networks,
and in their model the relationship between nodes and hubs
was allowed. Their problem was considered as unlimited
capacity, certain demand, multi-commodity and it lacks of
any regional restrictions on the network. Their goal was to
select locations by considering fixed costs of establishing
hubs, the existence of arc in the network and the variable costs
associated with demands on the arcs.
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Yaman [25] has been investigated the different allocation
strategies and their effect on the total cost of the routing
in hub networks. Also he considered the service quality
considerations, flow threshold and non-stop service, as
well as capacity was unlimited in his model. Setak, Karimi,
and Rostami [28] proposed a comprehensive model for
hub location-routing problem. In their model locating and
routing is considered simultaneously and it has a multiple
allocation strategy to allocate non-hub nodes to hub nodes.
The objectives of their proposed model are minimizing
costs of establishing a network and transferring flows. Lee
and Moon [29] developed two mathematical models with
realistic restrictions of Korea Post organization for the
current postal logistics network by considering locations and
allocations simultaneously. They proposed an Integer Linear
Programming model for transportation network organization,
vehicle operation and a Mixed Integer Linear Programming
model that considers potential ECs for decision making while
simultaneously regarding the EC location, transportation
network organization, and vehicle operations. Zheng, Meng,
and Sun [30] proposed a liner hub-and-spoke shipping
network design problem by introducing the concept of the
main port. They developed a mixed-integer programming
model with nonconvex multi-linear terms for their proposed
problem.
Another assumption of this research is the existence
of uncertainty in the hub setup costs and uncertainty of
transmitted demands between nodes. Hub setup costs are
estimated before network design, but the real costs of setup
may be different according to the economic and environmental
conditions than earlier estimates. It is the same for demand.
Some of it can be estimated, but due to the inaccuracy of the
data and the time-dependency of information veracity, these
data are also imprecise and uncertain. For example, research
conducted in this area include: Marianov and Serra [4] that
they developed an M / D / C queuing model for the number
of airplanes waiting to land at a hub airport. The limited
capacity of the hub’s airport is the reason for using this system
that analyzes the queue created by the planes. They used the
probability of the numbers of the customers in the system
design of their model. They considered that the probability
that more than b airplanes were in queue is less than or equal
to a specified value and due to the complexity of the model,
solve their model by using a heuristic algorithm based on tabu
search algorithm.
Rahimi, Tavakkoli-Moghaddam, Mohammadi, and
Sadeghi [31] presented a new bi-objective model for a multimodal hub location problem under uncertainty and by
considering congestion in the hubs. Their objective functions
are an attempt to minimize the total transportation cost
as well as minimizing the maximum transportation time
between each pair of origin-destination nodes in the network.
Yang [32] looks at stochastic air freight, incapacitated multiple
allocation hub location problems where seasonal variations
on demand, as well as seasonal variations on the discount
factors for hub to hub Fights, are accounted for. Their model
is separated into two stages: The first stage determines the
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number and location of hubs, regardless the impact of events
practice, hub setup is a long term strategic plan and requires
and in the second stage, these coincidence and events were
huge investment and its problems cannot be resolved in
effective and their model has been solved considering the
short term. So finding the perfect place to build the hub
uncertainty of demand.
is very important and have a huge impact on the network.
Sim, Lowe, and Thomas [33]considered the transportation
Uncertainty in demand and setup costs are assumed as
centers location problem to satisfy demand at a given time.
triangular fuzzy numbers. In this research, in addition
They focused on determination of a central hub between
to the setup costs, the cost of satisfying demand per unit
existed hubs and nodes. They modeled their problem based
and costs of distance from the origin i to destination j are
on the probability of demand flow from desired path and
considered. In the case of using hub to satisfy demands, the
through hub. One of their main limitations was the constant
cost of demand satisfying and distance costs are reduced
level of servicing in the entire network. They also took the
based on their discount factors. One of the assumptions
travel time as a random variable into account, and solved their
of this research is the existence of p-hub in model that the
problem with an innovative technique.
problem is considered as P-Hub Median, also the problem is
Contrevas, Cordeau, and Laporte [34] used the theory of
of r-allocation type, this means that each node, at most, can
fuzzy sets to solve the hub location problem with incapacitated
use r hub to meet its demands. In this study, the X k values
capacity. In their model, dependent demand and transportation
determines the hub location, and Y values determines
costs has been indecisive. They showed that, in the possible
decisions about network design, routing, and allocation of
problems, the dependent demand and transportation costs
appropriate flow to satisfy the demand in the network. The
consider can be equal with their expected values and in the
rest of the used variables and parameters are as follows:
stochastic problems, values can be replaced by a mathematical
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Nodes set
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P:
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According to the above two discount factors the costs of satisfying the demand
and distance costs are calculated as follows:
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∀S∈



(18)

The objective function of the model (P) is minimizing
the costs of setup, satisfying the demand from origin i to
destination j directly or by using hubs, and distance costs
Yij : Binary random variable for demand flow between i and j
from origin i to destination j either directly or by using hubs
Yij : Binary random variable for demand flow between i and
respectively. Costs of CikSj are calculated by using the formula
j1
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑖𝑖 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑗𝑗 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 (2) and placed in the objective
function formula. The problem
Yij = {
0
𝑜𝑜. 𝑤𝑤
is
designed
in
such
a
way
that
it
should
have P hub, so constraint
 1 if demand flowbetweeni and j is not zero
Yij = 
(5)
is
existed
and
because
it
is
a
r-allocation
problem, so
flow between i and j by using K and S hubs
Yiksj : Binary random
o.w
. variable
0 for demand
constraint (6) was considered. Constraints (7) and (8) also
random
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for demand
i and
1 Binary
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
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𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔between
𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟ℎ
𝐾𝐾 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑆𝑆 ℎ𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢
guaranteed that as long as kth and Sth were not available any
YiksjY= { :
j
by
using
K
and
S
hubs
𝑜𝑜. 𝑤𝑤
iksj 0
demand stream will not flow from it. Constraints (9) are also
guaranteed that until the demand stream does not established
 1 if demand flowbetweeni and j goes through K and S hubs
between i and k, i-k-S-j path will not be formed. Constraint
Thus problem model Yisiksjas:
=
o.w
.
0
(11) ensures that flow in i-k-S-j path can be activated when
hubs be present in both k and S places. Constraint (12) ensures
Thus problem model is as:
that flow in i-k-S-j path can be activated when flows i and j,


k and S be established together. Constraint (13) also ensures
CijDijYij +
( P ) Min Z =
∑f k X k + ∑∑
k∈
i∈ j∈
demand be satisfied between all i and j paths. Since the second
(4)
part of the left side of constraint (14) was repeated twice in
 Y +
CiksjD
h ijLijYij +
∑∑∑∑
∑∑
iksj iksj
the first part, so once we subtract from it and this value when
i∈ j∈ k∈ S∈
i∈ j∈
will be zero that all Y be zero. Constraints (15) to (18) also
h iksjLiksjYiksj
∑∑∑∑
guaranteed that decision variables X are zero and one [36].
i∈ j∈ k∈ S∈

S.t:
Proposed Solution method
The combined approach of Genetic Algorithm and VIKOR
Xk = P
(5)
were used to solve the (P) model. In such a manner, first by
k∈

using a defuzzing method, the fuzzy model has become to
three objective scheduling problems. Then for each of these
Yik ≤ r
∀i∈
(6)
functions, the model objective has been solved by using
k∈

Genetic Algorithm and the constant values obtained from it.
Then each of these functions considered as a criteria in multiYiksj ≤ X k
(7)

criteria decision and finally, by using VIKOR ranking method,
the options are ranked and the best solution is determined.
Yiksj ≤ XS
∀i,k,s, j∈
(8)

To solve the problem model according to its type, which
is
a
fuzzy model, first a de-fuzzy method should be applied.
Yiksj ≤ Yik
∀i,k,s, j∈
(9)

To defuzzification, the fuzzy numbers obtained by evaluation
should convert to absolute numbers, this make the decision
Yiksj ≤ Ysj
∀i,k,s, j∈
(10)

making process easier and understandable work for managers
and executive team. Taleizadeh, Niaki, and Aryanezhad [37]
Yiksj ≥ X k + XS − 1
∀k,s∈ : k ≠ S
(11)

method is used for model defuzzification. Based on this
method, if a fuzzy programming model be as follows:
Yiksj ≥ Yik + YSj − 1
∀k,s∈ : k ≠ S
(12)

Xk = {

1
0
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𝑜𝑜. 𝑤𝑤

∑

∑

Yij + ∑∑Yiksj =
1

∀i, j∈ : i ≠ j

−∑∑Yikkj ≤ MX k

∀k∈ : i ≠ j

i∈ j∈

i∈ j∈

Yij ∈ {0,1}

∀i, j∈ : i ≠ j

∀i,k,S, j∈ : i ≠ j

X k ∈ {0,1}

∀k∈





( P′ )

n

 X
Max Z = ∑C
i i
i =1



S.t :

(14)


n

(15)



YikSj ∈ {0,1}

(13)

(16)
(17)
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∑a X
i =1

ij

i

≤ bj

j=
1, 2, ... , m

Xi ≥ 0
That two triangular fuzzy numbers in the model are
defined as follows:
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Since, there is no fuzzy number in constraints, constraints
do not change and constraints (5) to (18) are exactly brought
in here.

 = (C , C , C )
C
i
i1
i2
i3
a ij = ( a ij1 , a ij2 , a ij3 )

( P′ ) is equal to:

So,

n

( P′′) Min Z1 = ∑(Ci2 − Ci1 )Xi
i =1

n

Max Z2 = ∑Ci2 X i
i =1
n

∑(C

Max
=
Z3

i =1

i3

− Ci2 )X i

S.t :
n

∑a
i =1

Xi ≤ b j

j=
1, 2, ... , m

ij2

Xi ≤ b j

j=
1, 2, ... , m

ij3

Xi ≤ b j

j=
1, 2, ... , m

ij1

n

∑a
i =1
n

∑a
i =1

Xi ≥ 0
Now, the (P) model defuzzification is done using the
method proposed by Taleizadeh, Niaki, and Aryanezhad [37]
that its result is given below:

( P′′′) Min − Z=1 ∑ (f1k − f 2k )X k + ∑∑Cij (D1ij − D2ij )Yij +
k∈

i∈ j∈

∑∑∑∑Ciksj (D1ij − D2ij )Yiksj − ∑∑h ijLijYij −
i∈ j∈ k∈ S∈

∑∑∑∑h
i∈ j∈ k∈ S∈

i∈ j∈

iksj

LiksjYiksj

Min Z2 =
∑f 2k X k + ∑∑CijD2ijYij +
k∈

∑∑∑∑C
i∈ j∈ k∈ S∈

∑∑∑∑h
i∈ j∈ k∈ S∈

i∈ j∈

iksj

iksj

D 2ijYiksj + ∑∑h ijLijYij +
i∈ j∈

LiksjYiksj

Min Z3 = ∑ (f 3k − f 2k )X k + ∑∑Cij (D3ij − D 2ij )Yij +
k∈

∑∑∑∑C
i∈ j∈ k∈ S∈

∑∑∑∑h
i∈ j∈ k∈ S∈

i∈ j∈

iksj

iksj

(D3ij − D 2ij )Yiksj + ∑∑h ijLijYij +

LiksjYiksj

i∈ j∈

4.1. Genetic Algorithm
To solve the model and to achieve an optimal solution,
Genetic Algorithm is used. This algorithm, as an optimization
computational algorithm, consider the set of points in
solution space at each iteration computing, and effectively
search the different areas of solution. In each iteration, each
of the strings (chromosomes) are decoded and its objective
function value Which is based on these numbers is obtained,
and a fitness value is assigned to each string. Fitness value
determine the probability of selection of desired string, that
based on the probability of selection and applying genetic
operators on selected set of strings. New strings are obtained
and will be replaced by initial strings, until after a large
number of iterations, the objective function value tend to a
certain number and be fixed on it [4, 38, 39].
In this algorithm, strings of numbers combined with each
other and constitute chromosomes and a set of chromosomes
form a population (a random collection of problem answer).
To make a new generation, two mutant and fusion genetic
operations are done on parent’s chromosomes. Certain
percentage of parents chromosomes are combined as
mutated. A Roulette Wheel is used to select the participating
chromosomes in transplantation surgery. Roulette Wheel
method, obtained the fitness value of chromosomes involved
in transplantation surgery and chromosomes that have a
greater fitness be involved in transplantation surgery up
to offspring chromosomes be formed. Then, based on the
fitness value of the new generation (the variables), the fitness
function (objective function) is assessed and the new objective
function value compared with the previous value and if it
maintain the stop condition that was initially defined for
algorithm, algorithm is finished. Otherwise, a new generation
will be formed and previous steps will be repeated [39].
In general, to solve each problem using Genetic Algorithm,
five important component shows genetic responses of
problem, and they includes: the initial population of responses,
one fitness function to determine the fitness of each response,
genetic operators to manipulate the genetic structure of
children during reproduction, values of parameters that are
used in the algorithm (population size, number of population,
etc.) are required. In this study, population size is equal to
20, the number of population equal to 150, the possibility of
coupling equal to 0.7, and mutation probability is considered
equal to 0.001. The algorithms flow chart is shown in Fig. (1).
4.2. VIKOR Method
VIKOR method was first introduced by [40] for complex
systems of a multi-criteria decision. In this method, focusing
on ranking the aim is to select options from a series of options
in a problem with conflicting criteria [41].
Suppose that a group multi-criteria decision making
problem have k decision maker (=
K 1, 2, …, k ) , m option Ai
,
and
n
decision
criterion Cj =
=
( i 1, 2,…, m )
( j 1, 2,…, n )
. Each option, according to all criteria, is assessed by all
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W = [ W1

Start

W2  Wn ]

(22)



Step 2: formation of a normalized decision matrix
Generate initial
population

Mutation of
children

R =  rij 

(23)

m× n

i=
1, 2, …, m; j =
1, 2,…, n 
Calculate fitness
of individuals

In which rij with respect to the criteria, is calculated from
the following formula:
If criterion was a loss type:

Crossover to
produce children

rij =
Stop criteria
satisfaction

No

Roulette selection
of parents

x ij

(24)

a j− = min {x ij }
i=
1, 2, …, m; j =
1, 2, …, n 

Fig 1. Genetic Algorithms flow chart

If criterion was a profitable type:

Fig 1. Genetic Algorithms flow chart

decision makers. Assessments made of all options based on
n criterion by k decision maker are written in a decision
matrix D =  x ij  m×n . The process of VIKOR method process for
ranking the m option is described as below [40, 41].
Step 1: Collecting decision maker’s opinions to determine
the weights of criterion and options, and make a decision
matrix ( D ) . The cumulative weight for all options based on
each criterion is calculated as follows:

rij =

c*j

(26)

c j* = max {x ij }

Step 3: Calculate the best
all criteria:

*
j

−
j

j

(28)

i=
1, 2, …, m; j =
1, 2,…, n 

And also the weight of each criterion is calculated as
follows:

f j− = min rij
j

(20)

Step 4: Calculate the amount of



n

Si = ∑
j=1

C2  Cn
 x1n 
 x 2n 

 

 x mn 


(

w j f j* − rij

(f

*
j

− f j−

)

(30)


(

 w j f j* − rij
R i = Max  * −
j
 f j − f j
=
i 1, 2, …, m
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(

Si and R i for all options:

)

=
i 1, 2, …, m
(21)

(29)

i=
1, 2, …, m; j =
1, 2, …, n 

Ultimately, the decision making matrix will be calculated
as follows:

x12
x 22

x m2

( f ) and worst ( f ) values for

f j* = max rij



x
A 2  11
D=
x
  21
 
Am 
 x m1

(27)

i

i=
1, 2, …, m; j =
1, 2, …, n 

(19)

1 k
Wij = ∑Wijk
k k =1
i=
1, 2, …, m; j =
1, 2, …, n

x ij

i=
1, 2, …, m; j =
1, 2,…, n 

X ij =

C1

(25)

i

Finish

A
A1

a −j

i=
1, 2, …, m; j =
1, 2,…, n 

Yes

1 k
∑Xijk
k k =1
i=
1, 2, …, m; j =
1, 2,…, n

(R ) :

)

) 

(31)




n

Si = ∑
j=1

wj (fj∗ − rij )
(fj∗

−

fj− )

general case (before solving and optimization). According to figure (3), the

i = 1, 2, … , m

(30)

i = 1, 2, … , m

(31)

potential locations for construction of a hub, that only two of them should
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wj (fj∗ − rij )
R i = Max [ ∗
]
j
(fj − fj− )

dolla
Fixed cost of construction of hubs in E is fuzzy number 500 million dollar

potential locations for construction of a hub, that only two
Wj is the weight of a criteria and is a part of the input,
of them
should be selected. Fixed cost of construction of
which can be obtained by using AHP, ANP, Antropy,
asking
fuzzy
number
300
million
Wj is the weight of a criteria and is a part of the input,
which
can be obtained
by using dollars and in H is fuzzy number 400 million dolla
hubs in E is fuzzy number 500 million dollars, in D city fuzzy
expert, etc.
number 300 million dollars and in H is fuzzy number 400
Step
5:ANP,
Calculate
VIKOR
AHP,
Antropy,
asking (expert,
etc. for all options:
Qi ) value
to meet each unit
of demand
directly
fromeach
source
destination
million
dollars. The
cost to meet
unit ofto
demand
directly (Cijij) is eq
*
from source to destination (Cij) is equal to 1,000 dollars per
options:
R i −forRall
− S*  VIKOR (Qi)value
Step5:SCalculate
=
Qi v  −i
+
1
−
v
kilo
(KB).
Thevalue
value of
of αks and
and βik is
is considered
considered 0.6
dollars
per
kilo
bytebyte
(KB).
The
0.6 and 0.8 r
( ) − * 
*
(32)
and 0.8 respectively. The value of M is obtained according to
 S − S  Si − S∗  R(1 − R Ri − R∗
(32)
Qi = v [ −
] + − v) [ −
] 𝑖𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑚𝑚
information
available in to
thethe
demand
tables andavailable
by using in the de
S − S∗
R − R∗ The value of Mthe
is
obtained
according
information
=
i 1, 2, …, m

formula (1) is equal to 1700. In Table (1), cities distance from
each other is given and in Table (2) the anticipated demand
Where: R∗ = Min R i  وR− = Max R i  وS ∗ = Min Si وand
S − =by
Max
Si
Where:
equal
to 1700.
In Table
distance from e
i
i
i
i using formula
for each(1)
city is
is also
provided.
In table
(3), the(1),
costcities
of demand’s
V is the weight of majority strategy agreed criteria or
direct meet has been provided. According to Fig. (3), cities are
maximum
utility;
in thisstrategy
research,
its value
is
considered
given
and ingroup
Table
(2)
demand1)for
each
V is thegroup
weight
of majority
agreed
criteria
or maximum
utility;
inthe
this anticipated
coded
numerically
as the following:
A 2)
B 3)city
C 4)isDalso
5) E provided.
equal to 0.5.
6) F 7) G 8) H. For example, when Y16=1, it implies that the
research,
its value isthe
considered
to 0.5.
Step
6: Ranking
optionsequal
based
on the value
of Qof
connection
has been
the AAccording
and E cities. to figure (3
i demand’s
the cost
direct
meetestablished
has beenbetween
provided.
: with Qi sort from low to high values, options ranking is
Now by considering the above information and after
th
obtained
from
firstthe
tooptions
last (i.e,
whatever
Qi ofvalue
is lower,
Step 6:
Ranking
based
on the value
Qi : with
Qi sort ifrom lowsolving
to high values,
the defuzzified model by using Genetic Algorithm,
coded
numerically
as the following: 1) A 2) B 3) C 4) D 5) E 6) F 7) G 8) H. F
option has a higher priority).
three thpossible scenarios can be obtained as an answer. These
options ranking is obtained from first to last (i.e, whatever Qi value is lower, i option
scenarios are given in Table (4).
5. Case
study
when
Y
=1,
it
implies
that
connection
has
been established
16
16
Next step
is tothe
determine
the costs
of relationship
between between t
has a higher priority).
In this section, a real case in Iran has been studied to
cities and hubs. Each of objective function should considered
validate the performance of the proposed model
and the
as criterion and the weight of each of them should be obtained
cities.
solution
approaches.
So, a special instance on hub location
5. Case
study
through a survey from experts, which these weights were
of Iranian aviation between 37 cities (see Fig. 2) is used.
obtained 0.2, 0.5 and 0.3 for Z1 , Z2 and Z3 respectively. Now
In this
section, a real
case incities
Iran hasunder
been studied
to validatetothe performance
the of these weights and VIKOR method three
Consider
a network
of eight
investigation
with theof help
design the interface fiber-optic network between them.
possible
scenarios
for hubs could be ranked to determine the
proposed model and the solution approaches. So, a special instance on hub location of
However, the exact location of hub must be specified. In Fig.
best solution. The final result and ranking obtained is given
(3) the
network
isbetween
given in
solving
(5).
Iranian
aviation
37 the
citiesgeneral
(see Fig.case
2) is (before
used. Consider
a networkinofTable
eight cities
and optimization). According to Fig. (3), there are three
Finally, according to the obtained ranking, D and E were

Fig 2. Iran cities in the IAD data set.

Fig 2. Iran cities in the IAD data set.
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H

Fig 3. A network of eight cities under investigation to design the interface fiber-optic network between them.

Fig 3. A network of eight cities under investigation to design the interface fiber-optic network
Table 1. Cities distance from each other (Lij), Kilometer (Km)

between them.

Table 2. Anticipated demand for each city to get service in optic fiber network (Mb)

(430,450,460)
(360,380,400)
(810,820,830)
(600,620,630)
(490,500,510)
(630,650,660)
(380,400,410)
(0,0,0)

(600,610,630)
(710,725,730)
(350,360,370)
(380,390,405)
(420,430,440)
(630,640,650)
(0,0,0)
(380,400,410)

(470,490,510)
(550,560,570)
(410,430,440)
(480,500,510)
(350,370,380)
(0,0,0)
(630,640,650)
(630,650,660)

(360,370,380)
(400,420,440)
(450,470,490)
(500,510,530)
(0,0,0)
(350,370,380)
(420,430,440)
(490,500,510)

(750,760,770)
(610,630,650)
(720,730,740)
(0,0,0)
(500,510,530)
(480,500,510)
(380,390,405)
(600,620,630)
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(650,670,685)
(700,730,750)
(0,0,0)
(720,730,740)
(450,470,490)
(410,430,440)
(350,360,370)
(810,820,830)

(820,830,850)
(0,0,0)
(700,730,750)
(610,630,650)
(400,420,440)
(550,560,570)
(710,725,730)
(360,380,400)

(0,0,0)
(820,830,850)
(650,670,685)
(750,760,770)
(360,370,380)
(470,490,510)
(600,610,630)
(430,450,460)
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Table 3. The cost of demand satisfaction directly and without hubs (hij), dollars/Km

Table 4. Result of solving defuzzified model using Genetic Algorithm

Table 5. Final result and ranking obtained by VIKOR method

B
C

A

D

F

E

G
H

Fig 4. Optimal design of city’s fiber optic communications and the determined hubs.

Fig 4. Optimal design of city's fiber optic communications and the determined hubs.
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selected as hub and H will be removed from candidates for hub.
Final and optimal design of city’s fiber optic communications
is shown in Fig. (4).
6. Conclusion
Network design to satisfy the demand and hub location are
among the most important and difficult problems in decisionmaking issues. Many researchers have been investigated the
matter from diverse and different viewpoints. In this research,
the problem has been investigated by the assumption of
uncertainty in demand and setup costs. To solve the problem
a hybrid solution is used. First, the problem is modeled
mathematically and then by considering fuzzy values in
the model, model defuzzification was done. Then, with the
help of Genetic Algorithm, all of possible scenarios for the
network design and hub location have been examined and
finally optimal design was selected among obtained scenarios
by using VIKOR ranking method. The used approach by
this study enhancing flexibility and costs effectiveness
theoretically. In continues an example in moderate size with
eight nodes and two hubs is used to show how the proposed
solution works. The obtained answer represents the optimal
network design and hub location simultaneously and was
calculated in an acceptable solving time. However, according
to the basic assumptions of the problem, it is suggested that
the proposed model and its solution been investigated in
the larger scale, to determine its performance. Also, some
of the problem’s assumptions can be neglected. For example,
the problem can be solve in demand capacity constraints,
considering more than two hub, network reliability and
storage paths for communication between cities.
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